SPEAKER’S SHEET

JAMIE MASON COHEN
TEDx Speaker, #1 Amazon bestselling author, handwriting analysis expert

Jamie Mason Cohen helps people transform their mindset, inspires them to take action and
guides them to build more fulfilling relationships through their handwriting.
He is a keynote speaker, certified handwriting analysis expert, a TEDx speaker on leadership
in handwriting, a HUFF Post international educator’s award winner and a #1 Amazon bestselling author, who once worked for Saturday Night Live.
He discovers positive personality traits in each person’s handwriting that make them say, “wow,”
and then leads them to find it within themselves to turn those insights into action to improve
their lives. He has shown small business owners success traits that make an outstanding brand,
presented entrepreneurs with the tools to pick the right person for their organization, provided
parents and teachers with strategies to build teenagers’ resilience, assisted singles in knowing
whether the person they are dating is someone they can trust and demonstrated to couples
how they can better meet each other’s needs.n

“Jamie has the ability to identify peoples’ leadership qualities,
‘promote’ those qualities and send them away to be confident
that they are the ‘best’ reflection of their handwriting.”
- Dirk Daenen, TEDx Organizer, Dean, United Business Institutes, Belgium

“After Jamie’s talk, there was a long line of people who
wanted to open up to him and have him analyze their
signatures. I highly recommend Jamie if you’re looking for a
keynote who can truly captivate and inspire an audience.”
- Kurt Vermont, Director, Speaker Relations, DYPB Conference

AS SEEN ON:

SPEAKING TOPICS INCLUDE:
How Your Signature
Defines Your Success

Signature For Your
Leadership Success

Past
Audiences


7 Success Characteristics that define an
outstanding brand through your handwriting.


How to spot the unique leadership traits of
every participant in the room.

Discover Your Personal
Brand Seminar


The E-L-Y Method to increase fluidity of
thought before your next meeting.


What if, with some small changes in your
handwriting strokes you could take your inner
leader to its fullest potential? You all have the
power to lead, if only you pause for a moment
to look inside your writing.


The #1 Value to take an employee from
mediocre to exceptional.

TUNI
Talks
TEDx
(in Luxembourg)
TED Education
in New Orleans
Saturday
Night Live

Jamie customizes each keynote for your event by applying
handwriting analysis to the following topics:

Broadway Video
Productions

RELATIONSHIPS: single and couples’ compatibility workshops and dating seminars,
PERSONAL BRANDING, HUMAN RESOURCES: employee screening, BUILDING STUDENTS’
RESILIENCE for PARENTS AND TEACHERS, FINDING REAL PURPOSE and CRIMINAL PROFILING.

Canadian Public
Relations Society

He discovers positive personality traits in each person’s handwriting that make
them say, “wow,” and then leads them to find it within themselves to turn those
insights into action to improve their lives.



jamie@cohensoul.com



@jamiemasoncohen



416-616-0400



jamiemasoncohen.com

Rogers
TV

SOLE Student
Leadership Seminar

